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This portfolio is dedicated to Anitra, Sam, and 

Jeremy: my three most impactful instructors 

in my MFA adventure. You gave me invaluable 

guidance and allowed me to find my own voice 

as a designer. Thank you for your hard work and 

dedication in helping me to accomplish one of 

my biggest and most meaningful dreams. Your 

dedication to education is unmatched.

May we continue to learn, be excited by design, 

and stay zealous through it all.
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CON-
CEPT

MY DESIGN FEEDS OFF OF ENTHUSIASM, 

BREATHES WITH MY REFUSAL TO GIVE 

UP AND DANCES ZESTFULLY WHEN MY 

IMAGINATION HAS RUN WILD AND AN 

IDEA HAS COME TO LIFE.



SWEET 

GOLDEN

REFINED
PURE

Approach

Ambrosia Honey is an Australian honey farm known for their 

varieties. Honey’s many natural colors take center stage with 

the color of the labels coordinating with the different honeys. 

The brand is elevated by a modernized logo and an elegant jar 

design with a gold lid to represent the Gold Coast and honey’s 

natural golden notes. A band spans across the top of the jar 

with the dual purpose of a seal and a label.

The modern and simple typeface has a fun and slight curl, 

expressive of the honey’s liveliness. Their slogan was a driving 

force behind my design choices: The closest you’ll get to eating 

straight from the hive.

Hillary Ledford | 32 | Ambrosia Honey

Ambrosia 
Honey
Year of Completion

2015

Categories or Disciplines

Identity, Brand, Packaging

Kind of Project

Branding, Package Design

Project Description

Create an identity and  

package system for an  

existing honey company.

PRO
JECT 1
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12 OZ. (340G)

ORGANIC
LEMON HONEY

THE CLOSEST YOU’LL GET TO EATING 
STRAIGHT FROM THE HIVE.

To keep this honey as natural as possible, no  heat  
is applied during the production process. Produced  
in unpolluted rural areas, no chemicals or drugs  
are used on the bees. Honey varies in consistency, 
taste and colour depending  on what flowers the  
bees foraged from.

Store in a cool place to slow down crystallization.

CONTACT
Unit 10, 198 Beavers Rd.  
Northcote, 3070 
+61 (0) 402 890 147

INGREDIENTS 
100% pure Australian honey

12 OZ. (340G)

ORGANIC
WILDFLOWER HONEY

THE CLOSEST YOU’LL GET TO EATING 
STRAIGHT FROM THE HIVE.

To keep this honey as natural as possible, no  heat  
is applied during the production process. Produced  
in unpolluted rural areas, no chemicals or drugs  
are used on the bees. Honey varies in consistency, 
taste and colour depending  on what flowers the  
bees foraged from.

Store in a cool place to slow down crystallization.

CONTACT
Unit 10, 198 Beavers Rd.  
Northcote, 3070 
+61 (0) 402 890 147

INGREDIENTS 
100% pure Australian honey
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12 OZ. (340G)

ORGANIC
LEMON HONEY

THE CLOSEST YOU’LL GET TO EATING 
STRAIGHT FROM THE HIVE.

To keep this honey as natural as possible, no  heat 
is applied during the production process. Produced 
in unpolluted rural areas, no chemicals or drugs 
are used on the bees. Honey varies in consistency, 
taste and colour depending  on what flowers the bees 
foraged from.

Store in a cool place to slow down crystallization.

CONTACT
Unit 10, 198 Beavers Rd.  
Northcote, 3070 
+61 (0) 402 890 147

INGREDIENTS 
100% pure Australian honey

ORGANIC LEMON HONEY

ORGANIC WILDFLOWER HONEY

12 OZ. (340G)

ORGANIC
RAW HONEY

THE CLOSEST YOU’LL GET TO EATING 
STRAIGHT FROM THE HIVE.

To keep this honey as natural as possible, no  heat  
is applied during the production process. Produced  
in unpolluted rural areas, no chemicals or drugs  
are used on the bees. Honey varies in consistency, 
taste and colour depending  on what flowers the  
bees foraged from.

Store in a cool place to slow down crystallization.

CONTACT
Unit 10, 198 Beavers Rd.  
Northcote, 3070 
+61 (0) 402 890 147

INGREDIENTS 
100% pure Australian honey

ORGANIC RAW HONEY
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WILD
ADVENTURE

FEARLESS

LIVELYHillary Ledford | 1514 | Betsey Johnson Paint Packaging

Approach

I began by brainstorming for fun and colorful designers.  

The best choice seemed to be the quirky, fearless, and bold 

Betsey Johnson. I wanted to capture her essence as best  

as possible. Utilizing themes from her fashion line and her  

personality, B by Betsey Johnson was born. 

The brand extension features a bright floral pattern and  

her signature kiss. The colors have quirky names with a mix  

of boldness and sophistication, carefully placed type, and 

flooded color that shows the paint contained in the carton.

This project led me towards research on eco-friendly material. 

I chose to use an eco-friendly, biodegradable carton with an 

easy-pour, no-splash lid to keep the paint where it belongs.

Betsey Johnson
Paint Packaging
Year of Completion

2015

Categories or Disciplines

Identity, Brand, Packaging

Kind of Project

Branding, Package Design

Project Description

Create a home paint  

brand extension for  

an existing designer.

PROJECT 2
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by Betsey Johnson. is Betsey Johnson’s newest, 
exciting product line. Bringing paint technology 

to new heights, this new paint product brings rich, 
creative color opportunities to your home with less 
work and much more durability. Our technology is 
unmatched in the industry, bringing you richer colors 
and unparalleled performance. And not only is the 
new Betsey Johnson paint high-quality, it is also an 
extremely low voc paint, which is environmentally 
friendly and odorless.

FEATURES

 Fully washable and durable in any finish

 Ready to recoat in only one hour

 Paint flows and levels exceptionally well

 Paint touches-up exceptionally well

 Colors are richer, more vibrant

 Exceptional coverage in any color

 No primer needed

 40 exclusive, harmonious colors )

 Velvety smoothness you can feel and see

 Environmentally friendly low VOCs  
(volatile organic compounds)

 Odorless and mildew resistant

 With your creativity in mind, paints are designed with 
easy and flawless color combination capabilities 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Never apply below 50F, above 85F, in hot direct sunlight, 
when humidity is above 75% or when rain is forecast within 
48 hours. Most applications are by roller-coat, however 
brush and spray applications are acceptable. 

Recommend applying one coat of primer or two coats 
of paint. We recommend using 3/8” non-shedding roller 
cover on smooth surfaces, use higher nap covers on rough 
surfaces. When using over previously applied coatings we 
recommend doing a test area before committing to the 
entire project to prevent potential compatibility issues. New 
concrete, plaster and masonry and similar surfaces should be 
allowed to cure a minimum of thirty days before application. 
All recommendations, written and verbal advice, these 
directions, label instructions and standard industry practices 
must be strictly adhered to or Limited Warranty is voided.
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FASHION

STYLE
FABULOUS

FEARLESSHillary Ledford | 23

Approach

For this project, I rebranded Delias to reach the same market 

who they touched over a decade ago, modifying the brand to 

meet the needs of the modern woman.

The modern woman struggles with being able to stand out and 

be herself while fitting into her professional life. From that idea 

came the tagline Dare to be yourself. The new logo displays this 

by featuring a backwards and quirky e, representing the woman 

who is daring, bold, and living her dreams.

This quirky e shows up throughout the project, repurposed  

as an abstract element, such as the chapter openers and nail 

polish bottle patterns.

Delias Rebrand
Comeback
Year of Completion

2015

Categories or Disciplines

Identity, Brand

Kind of Project

Branding, Package Design

Project Description

Rebrand a defunct company, 

create a brand book, two  

brand extension pieces, and

a stationery system.

22 | Delias Rebrand Comeback
PROJECT 3
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FIRE
MAGMA

EARTH
MAGMAHillary Ledford | 37

Approach

Volcanoes are one of the most fascinating phenomenons on this 

earth. They change our landscape, impact the ocean’s tide, and 

their eruptions have fossilized history.

I wanted the book to evoke a sense of fire, earth, urgency and 

lava, so I chose a stark color palette of red, orange and black. 

Vertical lines are used to symbolize the earth’s plates that 

cause volcanic eruptions. Photographs and diagrams illustrate 

information that is explained in the book.

Hot Spot
Book Design
Year of Completion

2012

Categories or Disciplines

Typography, Book Design

Kind of Project

Book

Project Description

Design, write content, create

infographics and provide  

imagery for a book on a topic 

relatedto the environment.

36 | Project 4 | Hot Spot Book Design

PROJECT 4
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6 HOTSPOT VOLCANOES 101 7

structure and behavior of volcanoes depends on a number of factors. Some volca-

noes have rugged peaks formed by lava domes rather than a summit crater, whereas 

others present landscape features such as massive plateaus. Vents that issue volca-

nic material (lava, which is what magma is called once it has escaped to the surface, 

and ash) and gases (mainly steam and magmatic gases) can be located anywhere 

on the landform. Many of these vents give rise to smaller cones such as Pu‘u ‘O‘o 

on a flank of Hawaii’s Kilauea. Other types of volcano include cryovolcanoes (or ice 

volcanoes), particularly on some moons of Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune; and mud 

volcanoes, which are formations often not associated with known magmatic activity. 

Active mud volcanoes tend to involve temperatures much lower than those of igne-

ous volcanoes, except when a mud volcano is actually a vent of an igneous volcano.

FISSURE VENTS Flat, linear cracks through which lava emerges.

SHIELD VOLCANOES Shield volcanoes, so named for their broad, shield-like pro-

files, are formed by the eruption of low-viscosity lava that can flow a great distance 

from a vent. They generally do not explode catastrophically. Since low-viscosity 

magma is typically low in silica, shield volcanoes are more common in oceanic than 

continental settings. The Hawaiian volcanic chain is a series of shield cones, and 

they are common in Iceland, as well.

LAVA DOMES Lava domes are built by slow eruptions of highly viscous lavas. They 

are sometimes formed within the crater of a previous volcanic eruption (as in Mount 

Saint Helens), but can also form independently, as in the case of Lassen Peak. Like 

stratovolcanoes, they can produce violent, explosive eruptions, but their lavas gener-

ally do not flow far from the originating vent.

CRYPTODOMES Cryptodomes are formed when viscous lava forces its way up and 

causes a bulge. The 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens was an example. Lava was 

under great pressure and forced a bulge in the mountain, which was unstable and 

slid down the north side.

VOLCANIC CONES (CINDER CONES) Volcanic cones or cinder cones result from 

eruptions of mostly small pieces of scoria and pyroclastics (both resemble cinders, 

hence the name of this volcano type) that build up around the vent. These can be 

relatively short-lived eruptions that produce a cone-shaped hill perhaps 30 to 400 

meters high. Most cinder cones erupt only once. Cinder cones may form as flank 

vents on larger volcanoes, or occur on their own. Parícutin in Mexico and Sunset 

Crater in Arizona are examples of cinder cones. In New Mexico, Caja del Rio is a 

volcanic field of over 60 cinder cones.

DIVERGENT PLATE BOUNDARY

HOTSPOT
Hawaiian Ridge Island Formation (5 most recent islands)

Kaua’i
4myr old

O’ahu
3myr old

Mau’i
1.3myr old

Hawai’i
1.3myr old

Lo’ihi
Seamount
400kyr old

Fixed Hotspot

Solid Rock

Pacific Plate

Magma

Lithosphere

Asthenosphere
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22 HOTSPOT ERUPTIONS 23

WHAT REALLY 
HAPPENS DURING 
AN ERUPTION?
When you think of a volcanic eruption, you likely imagine 

red-hot lava flowing down the side of a volcano. Lava is 

a serious hazard but there are others — some of them far 

more dangerous.

hv/OH

Increased 
Planetary 
Albedo

Heterogeneous 
Chemistry

N2O2

C1ONO2

HCI

SO2       H2SO4

HNO3

CIO

Warming

Infrared

Removal Process

Acid Rain, Ash

Cirrus Modification

Troposphere

Stratosphere

Nucleation and 
Particle Growth
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CLASSY

SOPHIS

TIMEL
C;ASSY

Hillary Ledford | 53

Approach

I selected Tiffany because I wanted to work with a strong 

brand that does well in the market. I also wanted to create a 

project that is sophisticated and simple.

The book is very simply designed to represent the timeless, 

classic, and sophisticated style of Tiffany. I used the The info-

graphics are purposely circle shapes to represent the classic 

Tiffany diamond and their classic round style of jewelry. Pull 

quotes and minimally placed large type adds visual interest.

Tiffany & Co.
Annual Report
Year of Completion

2011

Categories or Disciplines

Book Design

Kind of Project

Book

Project Description

Create an annual report  

design that promotes  

a company through its  

services and/or products. 

52 | Tiffany & Co. Annual Report
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MOOD
EXPRES

INSIGH

FASTIN
Hillary Ledford | 63

Approach

I quickly grew fascinated by the breadth of Mike Nichols’ work. 

This project was completed exactly sixty years after he joined 

the Compass Players at University of Chicago, where it all 

started. This film festival pays homage to his journey through 

film, and his film’s journey through the audiences who have 

adored them throughout the years.

The mood and meaning behind his films are represented in 

the festival collateral. I named the film festival Hoodwinked 

because many of his films revolve around this theme. This 

theme was also the inspiration for the overlapping letters  

in the Hoodwinked logo. 

Mike Nichols
Film Festival
Year of Completion

2014

Categories or Disciplines

Identity, Print, Web

Kind of Project

Branding and Identity

Project Description

Create a film festival brand  

identity for Mike Nichols.

62 | Project 7 | Mike Nichols Film Festival identity
PR

O
JEC

T 6
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